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Abstract
In minimally twisted bilayer graphene, a moire´ pattern consisting of AB and BA stacking regions
separated by domain walls forms. These domain walls are predicted to support counterpropogat-
ing topologically protected helical (TPH) edge states when the AB and BA regions are gapped.
We fabricate designer moire´ crystals with wavelengths longer than 50 nm and demonstrate the
emergence of TPH states on the domain wall network by scanning tunneling spectroscopy mea-
surements. We observe a double-line profile of the TPH states on the domain walls, only occurring
when the AB and BA regions are gapped. Our results demonstrate a practical and flexible method
for TPH state network construction.
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Isolated graphene layers are characterized by low-energy pi-band Dirac cones centered
near the K and K’ Brillouin-zone corners. Interlayer coupling in bilayers enriches graphene’s
electronic properties tremendously. For example the bands of Bernal stacked bilayer
graphene [1], which has two distinct but equivalent configurations (AB and BA) distin-
quished by which atom in the top layer unit cell lies directly above an atom in the bottom
layer, develop an energy gap and large Berry curvatures when inversion symmetry is broken
by an applied transverse electric field [2–6]. Indeed, the total valley Chern number C of
the two occupied valence bands, i.e. the total Berry curvature integrated over a single
valley, is accurately quantized at unit magnitude with a sign that depends on both the
sign of the electric field and the stacking configuration [7–10]. In uniformly stacked Bernal
bilayer graphene, regions with opposite signs of the electric field have opposite valley Chern
numbers. Similarly, AB and BA stacked regions of bilayer graphene have opposite Chern
numbers under a uniform electric field. In both cases, boundaries between areas with op-
posite valley Chern numbers support topologically protected helical states [2, 9–13]. In
minimally twisted bilayer graphene (tBLG), a network of domain walls separating AB and
BA stacking regions forms [14, 15]. These regions have opposite Chern numbers when in-
version symmetry is broken with an external electric field, leading to the prediction of TPH
states appearing on the domain walls [9, 10]. Recently, there have been several efforts to
realize TPH states in bilayer graphene devices. Using split-gates to spatially modulate the
electric field, ballistic transport due to TPH states in uniformly stacked bilayer devices has
been observed [16, 17]. Topologically protected transport along naturally occurring domain
walls in Bernal stacked bilayer graphene has also been studied [18, 19]. In this letter, we
demonstrate experimentally that controllable networks of TPH states emerge in minimally
twisted bilayer graphene systems.
tBLG consists of two monolayer graphene layers that are placed on top of each other with
a small twist angle applied between their lattices to form a triangular moire´ pattern [15].
There has recently been strong experimental interest in electrical transport [20–24] and
scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STM) [25–28] studies of these tremendously tunable elec-
tronic systems. The experimental layout for our study of tBLG is sketched in Fig. 1(a).
The tBLG sample was fabricated through the sequential pick up of two graphene pieces
from the same monolayer flake with a controlled rotation angle between them using a thin
hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) flake [29]. Monolayer graphene and thin (∼10-20 nm) hBN
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flakes were obtained by exfoliation of bulk flakes onto a SiO2/Si substrate and identified
by Raman spectroscopy and atomic force microscopy. A hemispherical handle substrate
covered with poly(vinyl alcohol) was employed to first pick up the hBN flake, and then
detach consecutively two pieces of monolayer graphene from the same flake. The handle
was rotated by a controlled angle before picking up the second graphene piece to create
tBLG. The twist angle between the layers is determined by the rotation angle during the
pick-up process because the two pieces of monolayer graphene are from the same flake and
hence have the same lattice orientation. The whole stacking structure was then placed on
a SiO2/Si substrate with the tBLG on top of hBN. The twist angle between the tBLG and
hBN was large to ensure that the hBN did not affect the electronic properties of the tBLG.
Metal electrodes contacting the tBLG and silicon back gate were written by electron beam
lithography followed by deposition of Cr(5 nm)/Au(35 nm) for control of the charge density
and interlayer voltage bias. The device was annealed at 350 ◦C for 6 hours in high vacuum
before putting into the STM which operates under ultrahigh vacuum at a temperature of 4.5
K. Electrochemically etched tungsten tips were used to perform the measurements (see more
details about tip calibration and reproducibility in the supplementary information [30]).
The moire´ pattern wavelength λ depends inversely on the twist angle θ (λ = a/[2 sin(θ/2)]
where a is the graphene lattice constant) and is therefore experimentally controllable. The
moire´ pattern causes the local stacking configuration of tBLG to vary in space as depicted in
Fig. 1(b). The AA points, marked by red spots, correspond to positions where the hexagons
from the two layers lie nearly directly on top of each other. The blue lines connecting AA
sites represent domain walls which separate neighboring triangular regions denoted as AB
or BA which have approximate Bernal stacking.
Fig. 1(c) shows a STM topography image of a tBLG sample with a λ = 57.6 ± 0.7 nm
moire´ wavelength, which corresponds to a twist angle of 0.245 ± 0.003 degrees. The AA
sites appear as bright spots, in agreement with previous observations [24–28] (see more
details about the AA region in the supplementary information [30]). The visible network
of lines connecting AA sites are domain walls of several nanometer width that can host
topologically protected modes as we will show below. The topography varies with sample
voltage indicating that the bright line features in the topography are due to density of states
(DOS) variations rather than physical topography variations in the sample (see more details
in the supplementary information [30]).
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FIG. 1. Measurement schematic, topography and spectroscopy. (a) Schematic diagram of the
experimental setup. (b) Local stacking configuration of tBLG. The red spots denote AA points.
The blue lines denote domain walls that separate alternating AB and BA regions distinguished
by local valley Chern numbers. (c) STM topography image of tBLG with a 57.6 ± 0.7 nm moire´
wavelength. The sample voltage is +0.5 V and the tunneling current is 200 pA. The scale bar is 80
nm. (d) dI/dV/(I/V ) spectra at the domain wall (solid blue) and at the center of the AB region
(solid black). The tip height is stabilized with a current of I = 200 pA at V = +0.5 V. The back
gate voltage is +60 V. The red dashed lines are the theoretically calculated density of states on
the domain wall and in the AB region. The curves have been vertically offset for clarity.
To examine the variation of the density of states with position in tBLG, we have performed
spectroscopy measurements at various locations within the moire´ unit cell. This is done by
fixing the location of the tip and then turning off the feedback circuit so that the tip height
remains constant. A small ac voltage (3 mV, 572 Hz) is added to the sample voltage and
the differential conductance, dI/dV , is measured as a function of sample voltage. Fig. 1(d)
shows the normalized differential conductance, dI/dV/(I/V ), spectra at the center of an AB
region (black) and on a domain wall (blue) with a back gate voltage of 60 V. The spectra for
AB and BA regions are identical (see more details in the supplementary information [30]).
The STS spectrum in the AB region shows a nearly constant density of states with a dip
around -0.1 V which corresponds to the band gap which is opened by the electric field. There
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is also an increase around 0.3 V which corresponds to the energy of the second subband in
the conduction band. The spectrum on the domain wall is qualitatively different. Instead
of the pronounced dip around -0.1 V corresponding to the band gap, there are two peaks
symmetrically found around ± 0.25 V from the charge neutrality point.
The measured STS spectrum has interesting features both at energies below the band gap
E  ∆ where ∆ is the band gap in the AB (BA) regions [30] and at high energy E & ∆ that
have different origin. At E  ∆ the only relevant degrees of freedom are helical states along
the domain walls. Their interference results in the domain wall pattern band structure that
has been theoretically described by network models [10, 31]. The theories [10, 31] predict
the presence of a set of features in the density of states with characteristic energy scale
Eλ = 2pi~v/3λ ≈ 24 meV where v is the velocity of Dirac fermions. In our experiment the
condition Eλ  ∆ is not so well satisfied and only the peak at -0.05 V in Fig.1 (d) is well
resolved and can be attributed to these predictions. To explain the high energy features in
the STS spectrum for long wavelength moire´ patterns we use the local electronic picture of
the continuum model [32] for twisted bilayer graphene that is valid irrespective of whether
or not the bilayer structure is commensurate at the atomic level. Its Hamiltonian,
H =
vσtp− u T (r)
T+(r) vσbp+ u
 ,
acts in the sublattice space (A and B) of the system ψ = {ψtA, ψtB, ψbA, ψbB}, where t (b)
refers to the top (bottom) layer; σt(b) is the vector of Pauli matrices rotated by the angle
θ/2 (−θ/2); and 2u is the energy splitting of Dirac points induced by an electric field
perpendicular to the bilayer. T (r) is the tunneling matrix accounting for hybridization
between layers, which is periodic with the period of the moire´ pattern (please see details in
the supplementary information [30]). Valley and spin degrees of freedom are decoupled and
the electronic spectrum therefore has fourfold degeneracy.
In an electric field, the LDOS is gapless only along the domain wall lines. The gapped
local bands have valley Chern numbers that are quantized throughout and have opposite
signs in AB and BA regions leading to the formation of topologically protected states along
their interface. The calculated local density of states at the domain wall and in the AB/BA
region are shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 1(d). The theoretical model captures all the
principal observed features at energies E & ∆ in the local density of states. The spectrum
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of the AB/BA region has a gap under a bias. The spectrum of the domain wall is gapless
and has two saddle points at E ≈ ±250 meV, which are responsible for the observed van
Hove singularities of the electronic density of states clearly seen in the experimental data.
We have performed spectroscopy measurements as a function of back gate voltage to
investigate the dependence of the density of states on the inversion-symmetry breaking
electric field. The electric field has contributions from the back gate voltage, the tip bias
and the work function mismatch between the tip and tBLG. The latter two give rise to an
offset in gate voltage of the zero in electric field. As expected, a sizable band gap is opened
in the AB region as the back gate voltage and hence the electric field is increased as shown in
Fig. 2(a). Fig. 2(c) shows the measured band gap in the AB region as a function of back gate
voltage (see supplementary information [30] for details on the extraction of the band gap).
The band gap is largest at large positive back gate voltages, while it diminishes as the back
gate voltage decreases. In contrast the dI/dV/(I/V ) spectra on the domain wall responds
weakly to a varying electric field as shown in Fig. 2(b). Fig. 2(d) shows the minimum value
of the dI/dV/(I/V ) spectra as a function of the back gate voltage in the AB region (black)
and the domain wall (blue) respectively. The minimum in the AB region remains constant
for negative back gate voltages but decreases as the back gate voltage becomes positive and
the band gap opens. While the minimum on the domain wall increases with the back gate
voltage, consistent with a DOS that is enhanced due to the appearance of TPH states on
the domain wall as the band gap is opened.
To further confirm the presence of TPH states on the domain walls, we perform local
density of states (LDOS) mapping measurements at specific energies to image and compare
the states on the domain walls and in the Bernal stacked regions. Fig. 3(a) is a LDOS map
acquired at the energy of the center of the band gap with a back gate voltage of +60 V. A
double line network of enhanced density of states connecting AA regions is clearly visible,
while the AB and BA regions are much darker due to the band gap in these regions. This
enhanced DOS along domain walls separating AB and BA stacked regions demonstrates the
presence of TPH states as had been previously theoretically predicted [10]. Their spatial
separation manifesting in the double-line profile has been reported previously for isolated
domain walls and agrees with the predictions for helical states [19]. The inset of Fig. 3(a) is
a schematic showing the band structure in one valley. The green and black curves denote the
conduction and valence bands of the Bernal stacked bilayer graphene while the red curves
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FIG. 2. Gate voltage dependent spectroscopy. (a)-(b) dI/dV/(I/V ) spectra as a function of
sample voltage and back gate voltage at the center of the AB region (a) and the domain wall (b)
respectively. The tip height is stabilized with a current of I = 200 pA at V = +0.5 V. (c) Band gap
width in the AB region as a function of back gate voltage. The error bars represent the uncertainty
of the gap width when fitting the dI/dV/(I/V ) spectra. (d) Minimum value of the dI/dV/(I/V )
spectra in the AB region (black) and the domain wall (blue).
are due to the TPH states on the domain wall. The sample voltage is in the middle of the
band gap as indicated by the dashed blue line. When the energy is changed to be outside
the band gap of the Bernal stacked region as shown in the inset of Fig. 3(b), the contrast
between the domain wall and the AB or BA region is much smaller. This indicates that the
TPH arise at energies where the AB and BA regions are gapped and outside this energy the
states are delocalized away from the AA sites. Furthermore, at a back gate voltage of -50
V where the electric field is negligibly small, the contrast between the domain wall and the
AB and BA regions is still weaker as shown in Fig. 3(c). Once again, this demonstrates that
TPH states do not occur when the AB and BA regions are gapless, as seen in the inset of
Fig. 3(c). This is once again in agreement with the theoretical prediction shown in Fig. 2(f)
of the work by San-Jose and Prada of a depleted area around the AA sites and an intricate
pattern surrounding them [10].
In order to quantify the strength of the TPH states, we define the contrast as C =
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FIG. 3. Spatially resolved density of states. (a)-(c) Density of states mapping with (a) sample
voltage -0.11 V and back gate voltage +60 V, (b) sample voltage -0.245V and back gate voltage
+60 V, and (c) sample voltage 0.1 V and back gate voltage -50 V. The insets are schematics of the
band structure, with the sample voltage being probed marked by the blue dashed line. The green
and black curves denote the conduction and valence bands of the Bernal stacked bilayer regions
respectively while the red lines are due to the TPH states on the domain wall. In all figures, the
tunnel current is 200 pA, the ac voltage is 8 mV and the scale bar is 50 nm.
I(DW )−I(AB)
I(AB)
, where I(DW ) and I(AB) are the intensity of the DOS on the domain wall
and AB region respectively. Fig. 4(a) shows the contrast as a function of sample voltage
at a back gate voltage of +60 V. The central peak corresponds to the band gap in the AB
region where the contrast is enhanced due to the presence of the TPH states. The contrast
is strongest in the center of the gap and drops to near zero at the conduction and valence
band edges in the AB region (see supplementary information [30] for the determination of
the conduction band edge using Fourier transform scanning tunneling spectroscopy). There
are two additional peaks at higher and lower voltages that are due to the enhanced DOS
of the domain wall that occurs at ± 250 meV from the charge neutrality point as seen in
Fig. 2(b) (see supplementary information [30] for discussion of these peaks). The central
peak disappears at a back gate voltage of -50 V as seen in Fig. 4(b) since there is no electric
field and no TPH states occur, but the two additional peaks are still visible. Fig. 4(c) shows
the full width at half maximum of the central peak in the contrast which decreases with
the decreasing back gate voltage. Over this energy range, the averaged contrast value as
plotted in Fig. 4(d) was taken to represent the strength of the TPH states. The value drops
as the back gate voltage decreases and becomes very small at negative back gate voltages
where the band gap is not well developed. These results demonstrate that the TPH states
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only occur when a band gap is opened in the Bernal stacked regions and their strength is
correlated with the size of this gap as show in Fig. 2(c).
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FIG. 4. Strength of TPH states. (a)-(b) Contrast between the domain wall and the AB region as
a function of sample voltage with back gate voltage (a) +60 V and (b) -50 V. The blue shaded
regions represent the band gap and charge neutrality point respectively. The orange arrows point
towards the increased DOS at high energy on the domain walls. (c) Full width at half maximum of
the central peak in contrast as a function of the back gate voltage. (d) Averaged contrast over the
FWHM as a function of the back gate voltage. The error bars represent the standard deviation of
averaged values.
In summary, we realized tBLG samples with moire´ wavelengths longer than 50 nm,
long enough to form well defined topologically distinct regions within the sample when
an inversion-symmetry breaking electric field is applied. We observe TPH states along
boundaries between these regions because they have non-zero density-of-states within the
topological states gaps, and also characteristic features in the LDOS at higher energies. The
strength of the TPH states and the energy range over which they appear correlate with
the electric field and band gap in the AB and BA regions. The network of domain walls
in tBLG can be used as topological channels to transfer charge in a dissipationless manner.
The length of the domain walls depends on the twist angle between the two graphene layers
which can be controlled during fabrication, enabling controllable topological networks for
9
future applications.
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